This is a summary presentation based on: Wang, Y., and P. Glasserman. "Lead-time Inventory Trade-offs in Assemble-to-order Systems." Operations Research 43, no. 6 (1998).
We focus on a particular class of models : assemble-toorder models with stochastic demands and production intervals items are made to stock to supply variable demands for finished products
Multiple FP are ATO from the items (one product may contend several times the same item) For each item : continuous-review base-stock policy : one demand for a unit triggers a replenishment order Items are produced one at time on dedicated facilities
We measure the service by the fill rate : proportion of orders filled before a target (delivery leadtime). We prove that there is a LINEAR trade-off between service and inventory, at high levels of service. Multiple items are produced on dedicated facilities and kept in inventories A product is a collection of a possible RANDOM number of items of each type (~components) The assembly operation is uncapacitated
Notations :
A is the order interarrival time (products). B is the unit production interval (items) D is the batch order size (items per product) R is the response time s is the base-stock level (items) x is the delivery time For any r.v. Y, we note the cumulant generating function :
Let's introduce the r.v. :
We have : We consider a system with d items, but with a single product, and thus just one arrival stream A. We make a new assumption :
Each item i has a base stock level
We note
We assume that for each item is constant when s increases.
We note for each item i : We apply the Theorem 1 to each item i separately :
The response time for the full order is the maximum of the response times for the individual items required ( interactions among the multiple items). For each item i :
The demand is the superposition of independent (compound) Poisson processes with :
The batch size is distributed as a mixture of :
With probability , is distributed as for
We can apply the Theorem 1 to , the steady state item-i response time ! As in the second theorem, we find Rj the steady state product-j response time Quantify the trade-off between :
Longer leadtimes Higher inventory levels
In achieving a target fill rate Is possible both theoretically and numerically In a general class of production-inventory models
The simple results on single-item systems give a way of analyzing the most constraining items in multiple-item systems.
